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"He is dull, naturally dull;
but it must have taken him a
great deal of pains to become what we now see him.
Such an excess of stupidity,
sir, is not in Nature,"
- Samuel Johnson

''One ·should guard against
believing the great masses to
be more stupid than they
a c tu a 11 y are,"
- Adolph Hitler

Vol. I, No. 9

Douglas Spe?ks
Tomorrow ~•te,
last in Series

Newark State College

Rice Speaks On Historical '''Eliiah''-to_- be_Performed
Research At Colloquium
Next Tuesday ,s:oo P.M.

said Rice, the historian must
artist - in - residence at' Newark
arrive at a theme, must develop
State College, will sing the title
a point of view (in the instance
role,
Mr. Davidson alco is
of ancient history on the basis
Cantor of Congregation Shaaray
of scant evidence) using the "well
Tefila. ·
of the imagination" f o r the
Miss Lois Koval, sophomore
reconstructive process. 1n the
at the College, will be soprano
instance of great amounts of
soloist.
Miss Koval received
evide.nce, he must cull through
her voice training at the Manthe material and make use of
hattan School of Music. She is
his analytic and interpretative
president of the College's Glee
powers,
Club, and is soloist with the. HiWha t are the various
Low Chorus on campus.
appro ach e s to historical
Louise Armstrong, Westfield
literature ? Dr. Rice gave
teacher and solois a the Cresexamples of thr ee types of
cent Avenue Church in Plainfield,
historical writing, pointing to
will be c ontralto, She
Osgood, T . Roosevelt, and Nevins
scheduled to be soloist next
as expressive of various schools
season with the Harrisburg,
of philosophy concerning how one
Louise Armstrong
writes history. Osgood, saidDr.
Dr. Arnold Rice
Stars have been chosen and
Rice, represents the "history as
"History is everything that has it really happened" school of rehearsals are now in their final
ever happened everywhere''. thought, developed by Leopold stage for the Oratorio • 'Elijah"
History came into being at the Von Ranke. Roosevelt reflects by Mendelssohn, to be presented
"instant of creation" and is the the
"history as· literature" by Newark State College, Union,
chronicle of all events in the school: dramatic, colorful, and Tuesday, May 16,
vast universe of eternity and gross with errors. Nevins, howThe Oratorio will feature a
space, said Dr. Arnold Rice at ever said Dr. Rice, expresses chorus of 225 voices, plus dramath e Graduate Colloquium on the :nedian, "history written with tic staging, It will be the
Tuesday, May 2.
intellectual honesty, but written College's most ambitious underThe historian, however, is only with brilliant literary style. taking in choral music. The
concern~ with history as it is Nev.ms, he said, is prolific, has College a 1 so has produced
represented by written r ecords, great versatility, and is good Handel's "Messiah", Christmas
The periods predating written reading. To give further example oratorio, for three consecutive
records, he said, are best left of this median, literate school holiday seasons,
to other scholarly disciplines. of history, Dr. Rice pointed to
Mr. Jack Platt, chairman of
How then does the historian Francis Parkman and to a classic the music department at the
write? According to Rice, an sentence in historical literature: College and director of the
historian's work is the product • 'and with the scratching of a pen Oratoria, pointed out that what
of two streams of his character. an entire continent changed
Lawrence Davidson
The first stream, intelligence hands," Dr. Rice said thatthere
Pennsylvania, Symphony,
(which we accept a priori), . and is no reason why history cannot
Nathaniel Sprinzen, Cantor of
his bias. The latter may present read like a novel, The historian
Temple Bnai Abraham in Newark,
a serious problem, said Dr. Rice, should offer his reader beautiful
will
be lyric tenor.
Mr,
as would the stream of cowardice expression, but, he said, the
Sprinzen is a member of the
in a soldier, if the historian did historian is more than a novelist.
New York City Opera Company
not take pains to recognize and
The historian should, as is
and is an operatic recording
eliminate bias that would pre- pointed out by Allen Nevins, be
Justice Douglas
artist with RCA Victor,
clude historical honesty.
a careful researcher. Having
Director Platt also will use
Douglas was graduated from
Given the historian's intel- finished his research he should
24
members of the chorus for
Whitman College, Washington,
ligence and bias, what th~ are then take great pains to hide it
short solo parts and small choral
and taught in Yakima, Washing- his tools? Briefly what 1s the within a literate work. The
renditions,
ton, high schools before taking historian's
mode of attack? historian cannot, said Rice, sit
The College-community
his law degree at Columbia Uni- Contrary to popular student down and make up things, His
chorus has been in rehearsal
versity. He practiced law in New opinion, said Dr. Rice, the work, creative and absorbing as it
since early March,
York City and was a member historian must scan the may be, must be the result of
The Oratorio will begin at
of the law faculties of Columbia
secondary sources first, must intellectual labors.
8:15 P,M. in D'Angola Gymnasand Yale.
acquaint himself with the period,
Throughout his talk, Dr. Rice .
ium, Admission is $1 to defray
Books by Justice Douglas in- the personalities, and the trends, made reference to his own
the expenses of the production.
clude: ''Russian Journey,•• then he may proceed to the historical research on the Ku
LQis Koval
"North From Malaya", "Beyond primary sources. The primary Klux Klan and read portions of his promises to be magnificent
The High Himalayas", "Strange sources in and of themselves do work to highlight his thesis,
choral backing for the soloists
Lands and Friendly People", "Of not illuminate the times and
During the questioning period would not have been possible
Men and Mountains", "We The
trends; therefore they must which followed the talk, a com- without the strong interest shown
Judges'', and "An Almanac of
succeed the secondary in parison was made between the by North Jersey residents in the
Liberty", in which the great historical research. Given the Klan and the John Birch Society, production, About half of the
movements towards political,
limitations of written records in 1n essence, said Dr. Rice, they chorus is composed of members
social, religious and liberty are
Ancient History and advantages · are quite similar, both being of the public, he reported. Many
traced to their sources. His most of written records in the not too avowedly reactionary, But, 1'e of the residents also sang in the
recent book is "West of The
distant past, how does the said, the Birch society does not College's last presentation of the
Indus".
h_istorian proceed to write? Wel~ openly
advocate racial and "Messiah",
religious descriminatlon. HowDr. Bern a rd Bamberger,
ever, such descriminatlon was president bf the Central
inherent in their image of Jersey Conference of American
America, he said, The return Rabbis, will relate the Old TestaMr. Peter Barrett, Editor of to the society the Birch group ment story of Congregation
the INDEPENDENT, has been envisions would mean a return Shaarey Tefila in New York City,
awarded an East Africa Training to America's white anglo-saxon
Lawrence
Davidson,
Fellowship by Columbia Univer- origins.
Metropolitan Opera basso and_
Nathaniel Sprinzen
sity. Under this fellowship, Mr.
Questioned by Mr. Darte on 1-----------------L--=--=----=-----~:-;;;;--;;:---Barrett will spend the months of
July and August at Teachers ~ : ~!n~:~ b::i~~ld::i~"PR:~
College, Columbia University, ciple of indeterminancy was
and the month of September at
the University of London. During
th i s ti me, his tuition, room, historian, using his intellect and
as
board, and transportation will be imagination, to express
quarters for distribution to.other
Richard M. Carrigan, director
paid, plus he will receive a honestly as he could the weight of the Student National Education
students,
of
his
research,
stipend of $80,00 a month.
• 'President Kennedy has stated
Association,
announced
on
April
Engaging in a play of words,
28 a
cooperative program that teaching will be a major
Following his study at the Dr. Rice said he thought he
of
emphasis of the
University of London,
Mr. might . change his title to "the between the Student NEA and point
Peace Corps officials to recruit program," NEA PresidentClaric
Barrett will attend Makerere historian, a novelty is he,''
teachers for Peace Corps work. Kline wrote in a letter
College in Kampala, Uganda
The program ,vill operate on accompanying the questionnaires.
from October 7, to December
840 college and universities
Until Congress passes the
1961.
As of April 1, 1961 parkwhere the Student NEA preside, necessary legislation, the Peace
ing will be permitted on the
Upon completion of the courses
Peace Corps questionnaires Corps w i 11 operate on a
field on the north side of the
of orientation and training, Mr.
and information booklets are temporary basis. The President
gym. No parking will be
Barrett w i 11 be appointed an
being distributed by Student NEA has :.j-id that he hopes for at
permitted on either side of
Education Officer in one of the
officials and Thomas Quimby of least 500 recruits to be working
Conant
Avenue.
Drivers
Peter Barrett, recipient of Governments of Kenya, Tanganthe Peace Corps staff, Mr. Car- at the • 'grass roots" level in
violating this rule will be
Columbia Scholarship, to study yika or Uganda, where he will
rigan said. • Additional materials underdeveloped countries by the
subject to fine.
and teach in East Africa.
serve for two years.
have been sent to chapter head- end of the year.
Supreme Court Associate
Justice William O. Douglas will
speak on ''Democracy in East
Asia'' Wednesday, May, 10, at
Newark State College. It will
be held in the D'Angola Gymnasium at 8 P,M.
Justice Douglas is the last of
four speakers in the third annual
M. Ernest Townsend Memorial
Lecture Series of the college.
Although admission to the lectures has been by series only,
single admission tickets at $2
each will be available for this
last lecture.
Justice Douglas, as wellknown
as a world traveler as a member
of the Supreme Court, was
appointed to the Court in 1939
by Franklin D. Roosevelt, Born
in Minnesota in 1896, Justice

•
Africa
Barrett to Teach ,n

fte~~~ i\~: r:::~~~ b~: ~:

Peace Corps and s,tudent NEA
To Have Cooperative Program
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Editorials
Guest Editorial
The following are two brief
selections from this year's
Pulitzer - Prize winning work of
fiction, ''To Kill a Mockingbird".
The narrator is a young girl
undergoing her first experience
with school,
Number one:
"Miss Caroline Fisher, our
teacher,. • ,began the day by
reading us a story about cats.
The cats had long conversations
with one another, they wore
cunning little clothes, and lived
in a warmhousebeneathakitchen
stove. By the time Mrs. Cat
called the drugstore for an order
of chocolate malted mice the
class was wriggling like a bucket
ful of catawaba worms ••• Miss
Caroline came to the end of the
story and said, 'Oh, my, wasn't
th!!,t nice?
Then she went to the blackboard
and printed the alphabet in enormous square capitals, turned to
t h e c l as s and asked, 'Does
anybody know what thes e are?
I suppose she chose me because s he knew my na me; as I
read the alphabet a faint line
appeared between her eyebrows,
and after making me read most of
" My F ir s t Reader" and the
stockmarket quotations from the
"Mobile Register" aloud, she
discovered that I was literate
and looked at me with more than
faint distaste. • Miss Caroline
told me to tell my father not to
teach me any more, it would
interfere with my reading.
'Teach me?' I said in surprise.
'He · hasn't taught me anything,
Mis s Caroline.'
'If he didn't teach you, who
did?' Miss Caroline asked goodnaturedly, 'Someone did, You
weren't born reading the "Mobile
Register".. • Now you tell your
father not to teach you any more,
It's best to begin reading with a
fresh mind. You tell him I'll
take over from here and try to
undo the damage---'

'Ma'am ?'
'Your father does not know how
to teach, You can have a seat
now.''
Number Two:
"The remainder of my school
days were no more auspicious
than the first. Indeed, they were
an endless Project that slowly
evolved into a Unit, in which
miles of construction paper and
wax crayon were expended by
the State of Alabama in its wellmeaning but fruitless efforts to
teach me Group Dynamics. What
Jem called the Dewey Decimal
System was school-wide by the
end of my first year, so I had
no chance to compare it with other
teaching techniques. I could only
look around me: Atticus (my
father) and my uncle, who went
to · school at home, knew everything - at least, what one didn't
know the other did, Furthermore
I couldn't help noticing that my
father had served for years in
the state legislature, elected each
time without opposition, innocent
of the adjustments my teachers
thought essential to the development of Good Citizenship, Jem,
educated on a half- Decimal, Half- ·
Duncecap basis; seemed to
function effectively alone or in a
group, but Jem w as a poor
example: no tutorial system
devised by man could have
stopped him from getting at
books·. As f or me, I knew
nothing except what I gathered
from 'TlME magazine and reading
everything I could get my hands
on at home, but as I inched
sluggishly along the treadmill of
the Maycomb County school
system, I could not help receiving
the impression that I was being
cheated out of something. Out of
what I knew not, Yet I did not
believe that twelve years of unrelieved boredom was exactly
what the state had in mind for
me."
No further comment seems
necessary,

Our Beloved State
Let us talk this week about the
state of the state of New Jersey.
In three more years said state
will be celebrating, if that is the
proper word for the rather disheartening cx;casion, the threehundredth anniversary of the
granting of its charter. For all
practical purposes, New Jersey
has existed for nearly three
centuries. Formerly, it was a
pasture for cattle and it provided
the shortest distance between
New York and Philadelphia, Today, it is a pasture for industry
and still remains the shortest
distance between New York and
Philadelphia, New Jersey has been so eager to
retain its ·highway tradition that
it built a magnificent turnpike
from New York down to Philadelphia, Nowinessence, New Jersey
is a highway network. The only_
other distinctive feature of New
Jersey is its sandy beaches, and
there's another highway
constructed to provide easy
access to them.
In short, New Jersey has not
come very far in three hundred_.
years.
What has New Jersey got besides its roadways, beaches, and.
low-taxed industries? That's a
question that doesn't have an
answer. For three hundred years
New Jersey has muddled along in
its ·quiet little path, n e v e r
bothering to · exert itself to
become anything more than what
accidentally happened to it.
It is an accident that it has
the few good teachers ithasinits
elementary and secondary
schools, for it ha s never
attempted to show any respect
for educators. As an example,
take the bond issue that was
passed a year ago .
Of the money it receives from
this bond issue, Newark State
College could build several new
classrooms and facu~ty offices.
What is it doing instead? First
it plans to extend the Student
Center dining room, Subsequently
we w i 11 get a dormitory, a
laboratory school (equipped with
wall-to-wall carpeting) and an
extension of the gymnasium. It

has been assumed that the new
Science wing and the renovation
of the Kean library provide
enough adequate classroom and
office space for the increased
enrollment in the few years to
come.
But the faculty here
received not the slightest consideration from the state. What
New Jersey se·e ms to be
interested in _is building larger,
grosser and more sterile monuments to its srupidity than already
exist. And it is • amazingly,
succeeding.
College faculty salaries do not
go up, Anti - intellectualism
parades on. The faculties of our
state colleges are, for the most
part, grossly inadequate, and
nothing is done to change this
situation.
Then Newark "staie College
turns out annually a crop of
three-hundred or so individuals
who are supposed to be able
to teach, who know less than
most of their instructors knew,
and the capacity of the teachers
of the state follows a geometrically progressing spiral
downward.
Ah yes, the state of New J ersey
is in a truly pitiable condition.
It's known for its beaches , its
industry in the north, and the
violets that spring anew each
spring.
Bu t intellectually,
culturally, New Jer sey is what
is known in sociological jargon
as a lag,
But let us remember , it is
spring; perhaps it is time to
be charitable, Perhaps, as this
editorial board will be publishing
but one more issue of the newspaper, we should be kind, And
most of us have lived our lives
in this beautiful, sandy state.
So, as native children, we suppose
we should be respectful and pay
dutiful obedience and respect to
our mythical parent.
But it would be a hell of a lot
easier to pay dutiful obedience
and respect to Fidel Castro.
Those hardy souls who, unprepared as they are, are daring
to enter the New Jersey school
system this coming September
have our sympathy.

The Book Sale
The Book Store had a s ale last
week. It lasted about one day,
for at the end of that per iod,
the inter est in the few books that
r e mained was close to nil.
It is interesting to note what
books were left. The works in
the Social Sciences, particularly
history texts, went first, There
followed the literature and mathematics books, and science
followed suit. The books that
couldn't sell, the white elephants,
were the educational theses.
Copies of ''How to Teach. , • "
were left about the tables. No
one s e e m e d t o h av e enough
interest in these poor orphans
to purchase them, even at reduced
rates.
It is almost heartening to·see
this happen, Perhaps it is an
indication of the fact that we
do · have some students on the
campus who are interested in
subject matter and in learning
something, rather than in
suffering again and again through
the s am e tired gibberish of
"educating the whole child,"
There are days that almost
encourage people,

letters

DISMISSAL RUMORED
To the Editor:
There has been a rumor circulati ng through the school that
several teachers have not been
asked to return to campus next
year. Included in this group of
names is the revered and
esteemed Dr, Patrick McCarthy.
We are appalled 111 Is it fair to
take away one of the most talented
and respected professors in this
institution? How many faculty
members have contributed as
much as hel!I
We hope this is only a rumor
but, if this is not so, we are
shocked and dishearted at the lack
of foresight of the administration at Newark State College
Signed,
3 Future Tenure Seekers
P,S. We hope the administration
will reveal the truth in this
matter,
. AN INJUSTICE
To the Editor:
A great injustice has been
done!
Sincerely,
The Orchestra

MATH IN THE CURRICULA
To the Editor:

A GREAT LOSS
To the Editor:

At a talk given • in Union
(April 29) for teachers and administrators entitled TIME FOR
DECISION, Dr. HenryVanEng~n,
Professor of Mathematics and
Education and the University of
Wisconsin, outlined the need for
change in the mathematics curricula for the elementary and
secondary schools. During his
discussion, Dr. Van Engen made
two points which may have farreaching implications for any
college whose flmction it is to
train teachers.
Professor Van Engen stated
that elementary schools and their
teachers are predominately
SOCIAL STUDIES AND LANGUAGE ARTS ORIENTED, New
programs in science and mathematics may encounter added
difficulties in implementation if
Professor Van Engen's observations are representative,
The second point was that
teachers in the field must accept
a need for continuing in - service
education in order to learn of
current developments in a 11
fields. The monies necessary
for this type of education should
be allocated by school systems
in their annual budgets, much as
industry provides for the inservice training of its personnel.
Are there any implications
here for our own course of study?

Here is our remorseful cry:
"A great injustice has been
donel" We feel compelled to
voice our strong sentiments concerning the dismissal of our
conductor, teacher, and greatest
friend, Dr, Patrick McCarty,
We realize that ours is a voice
that cries into the unanswerable
void of past actions. Right or
wrong, what has been done can
not be undone. We are resigned
to the future absence of Dr.
McCarty.
But this is not to say that we
are resigned to accepting the
causes of his dismissal,
We feel an injustice has been
done not only to this excellent
teacher, but also to all who
have had the benefit of his association and to those who will never
have the privilege of that
experience, Such an experience
is not at all among the common
place at Newark State College.
As a member of the College
Center Board, Dr. McCarty had
been influential in bringing many
cultural events to the campus,
such as the Dickinson Choral
group, the piano - violin concert,
the future presentation of a string
quartet, and others.
"Benedictus", written by Dr.
McCarty, was performed by the
Dickinson Choral group; "Symphonia'' was composed especially
for the talents of each individual
member of the orchestra; it was
performed 1 as t year at their
annual concert.
This year, the ''Two Mountain
Songs" also were arranged by
Dr. McCarty.
He is faculty advisor to the
freshman class, secretary of the
local chapter of American Association of College and University
Professors, teacher, and conductor of the NSC orchestra.
These are his unquestionable
qualifications. The question remains: What are the possible

Phyllis F. Kavett
Dept. of Mathematics.
THE FROSH SEMINARS
To the Editor:
This year, the College Center
Board introduced a program of
seminars designed to broaden the
education and interests of the
members of the Freshman class,
Unfortunately, very few people
took advantage of the opportunity
afforded them. It must be most
discouraging to spend hours pr e paring interesting material for
presentation and then fi nd that
only ten people could fi nd the
time to come out and listen.
I only hope, and I am sure
others share my feeling, that the
Board will not discontinue its
efforts, Even if only a few gain,
we at least know that ther e is no
loss.

reasons for his dismissal?
As members of the orchestra,
as human beings, we feel a great
loss. Dare we build our faith
anew on s omeone else ?
Sincerely,
Maryann Bryan
Trina Guardi
Ellen Gantly
THE GRADE SYSTEM
To the Editor:
I am deeply concerned about
the new grading system. It seems
to me to be no more or no less
than a farce! What end will be
gained by forcing professors to
mark on a curve if they are not
also encouraged to raise their
academic standards?
The system sh o u 1d have
stressed
the
discrepencies
between the various departments
in standards and content, and not
in grade alone I Perhaps the
education department (notorious
for hish graded and snap courses)
will now have agreater variety
in marks, but will that improve
the courses? The answer, obviously, is of course not. They
will merely have a greater
variety in grades. Work that was
given, , (not earned), an A this
year, will receive a B or C
next year. This will do absolutely nothing but lower grade
points; it will not i mprove the
quality of student work nor will
it proquce better teachers.
It seems to me that unless
the Academic Standards Com mittee, (an apparent misnomer),
does raise Academic Standards,
the College will continue to perpetuate its traditional
mediocrity.
Sincerely yours,
Sharon Cooper
Robert J. Litowchak
Thought for the Week:Today
the whole child, tomorrow
the child and a half,

Little Theater
To Be. Scene
Of Concert

A string quartet concert will
be given on Monday, May 15,
in the Little Theater at 8:15 P,M.
The quartet, which will consist
of two violins, a cello, and a
string bass, will play three compositions written for the string
quartet.
The first composition on the
program will be Haydn's String
Quartet in E Flat Major, opus
33.
The second composition
was written by Walter Piston,
a contemporary American composer, who is presently teaching
at Yale University. , .The name
of his composition is String
Quartet, No. l, The final work
will be Debussy's String Quartet
in G. Minor.
At 3:30, of the same day, the
quartet will give an informal
symposium in the main lounge of
the Student Center.
At this
time, the members of the quartet
will give a demonstration of the
instruments i:;omprising a string
quartet and the manner in which
the instruments are fitted in with
one another in this medium.

In dependent

Sincerely,
Mary Dormer '64
IBANK YOU

To the editor:
. We would like to express our
innermost appreciation to the
. INDEPENDENT for the support
given to the Star of David Club.
We extend our thanks to Jan
Picarell, the author of the article,
for realizing ·our aims and goals
and for supporting and giving us
the initiative to work hard and
live up to her .expectations,
Star of David Club

The opinions expressed in· signed columns in this newspaper
are not necessarily the opinions of the editors. Nor is anything
·printed m this paper, unless officially cited as such, to be taken
as official policy or opinion,
This newspaper is published every· ·Tuesday of the academic
year, Deadline is one week before publication.
Editor-in-Chief•••••••••• Peter Barrett
Managing Editor ..•••• , • ,. Andrea Loomis
News Editor. • • • Andrea Lello Business Mt?;r, •• · •• Jim Haney
Feature Editor •• Stuart Oderman Public Relations, •• Leona Kanter
Sports Editor ••• Jan Picarell
•••.•• '. .•.••• Yolanda Torre
, . ,Heid'i Greiss
Copy Editors ..••• Ruth VernickArt Editor ••••• Lorenzo
• . • • . ..• • .••••Sandy Treat
Circulation Mgr. ,Judy Silverman
Faculty Advisor ..•••Dr. Matthew Dolkey·
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Spring and Mrs. Daisy
by John
It was . noontime at P,S. 38,
The kindergarten class was in
the schoolyard, enjoying recess
in a warm spring sun that gave
a golded hue to all it touched,
The barren twigs of winter had
given way to gently swaying wands
of lush greenery, It was a day
that fairly cried to people to
come out and appreciate it, Tommy and Lance sat over in
one corner of the playground,
by the sandbox. Tommy was
engaged in constructing a sand
estate; Lance merely squatted
on his ,haunches, a blank look on
his face.
"I'm sick of the whole lousy
business, I'm sick of this lousy
sandbox, that lousy jungle gym,
those lousy crayons, and that
lousy stinking finger paint. I'm
sick of it all, do you hear?"
''Wha-What?" said Tommy,
for he had been concentrating
very hard on putting a window
in the turret of his castle.
''I said I'm fed up with this
gosh-awfulness."
"Oh," said Tommy, "You 're
on that again, C'mon help me get
this castle finished, and we can
play soldier,"
''Soldier!'' shrieked Lance
''Nuclear holocaust! Total annlhilation! Doom, defeat and
despair! And you want to play
soldier like a little kidll"
"I am a little kid, remember,
said Tommy. "If you don't
stop talking like that, Mrs.
Daisy ls going to send you home
again with another note to your
parents, Now, stop talklngcrazy
and help me finish this castle
so we can play soldier," But
Lance would not be placated by
his friend, He instead launched
into a discourse on their teacher
Mrs. Daisy.
'
"Don't tell me what Mrs, Daisy
s going to do, Don't you realize
she's in that school right now,
having torrid affair with Mr.
Klotz, the janitor? Don't you
realize she was thrown out of her
last three jobs for making passes
at ~efathers at P,T.A.. meetings?
Don t you realize she only
teaches kindergarten because she
doesn't have any children of her
own, and need to mother us?"
''Don't say that stuff to Johnny
Daisy over there," replied
Tommy, now totally distracted
from h ls construction, "He
thinks he's really her son, So
does she, So does everybody in
fact, except you. Besides, doesn't
she buy all the kids ice cream,
and take us on trips, and stuff?"
• 'Only
soothing
a guilt
complex," Lance replied,
There· was a moment of silence,
Tommy returned to his castle,

Masterson
which was showing the effects of
many interruptions. The rest of
the children were playing RingAround-The-Rosy, w l th Mrs,
Daisy in the middle, For the
moment, all seem normal,
Suddenly , Lance let loose a
barrage of wholly unprintable
obscenity, starting with four
letter words and passing rapidly
to the more complex hyphemated
variety, His friend stared at
him with gaping eyes,
"Why did you do that?"
''Realism••
''My mommy said she'd wash
out my mouth with soap if I ever
said anything like that."
"Your mother is not a real
person,
You are not a real
person,"
While they were sitting, one in
stunned silence, the other in
calm contemplation, Suzy
Richards, a blonde classmate
skipped by with her jump rope:
counting to herself as she went,
Tommy waved.
"Hi Suzy. See my castle,"
"What a baby,'' muttered
Lance,
"Look at those sexy
brown-and-white oxfords,"
His eyes passed quickly from
her shapely legs (slightly scraped
from a jump-rope accident) to
her revealing Brownie uniform
and the "come-hither" Michey
Mouse ears perched atop her
shimmering blonde hair, The girl
was obviously a s~xpot from the
word go,
"What a body," Lance re peated. "Doesn't she shake you
up, Tommy boy?''
• 'Girls are slssys," replied
Tommy, "I hate them all and
they're good for-nothing but
getting in the way and playing
teachers' pets, I think you 're
crazy L ance, and I want you to
go away and let me build mv
castle before I smack you one,''
"All right, dreamer, anything
you want, but you can't fight
life, I'll go over to the other
side of the playground and leave
you all alone,
Lance got up and started to
walk across
the playground
but he didn't leave Tommy alone:
No, he didn't do that at all,
Tommy never saw the rock, the
biggest rock an eight-year-old
boy could lift, that crushed his
skull. He made just an awful
mess in the sandbox, and ruined
his castle as well.
Lance walked to the far.corner
of the field and sat do~ on the
gr as s, •'BI es s e d, blessed
reality," he sighed , biting into
his peanut-butter and jelly sandwich. In the distance rose the
wail of a siren and the scream
of some eight-year-old girl,

Theatre All
The Way Home

Performance given
at Alumni Homecoming

A choral performance was
Hardly a season goes by offered in the gymnasium Satur
without some drama of the Post day, May 6, at eight o'clock
as a tribute to Alumni HomeCivil War of the South, with coming Day. Among the groups
emphasis o.n the family, of performing were the Girl's
course. It 1s coincidental that Chorus, the Hi - Lo's, the
the past dramas, • 'Look Home- Madrigal Chorus, and the Mapleward Angel", • "Toys in the Attic"
wood Men's Glee Club.
and the current entry, • 'All The
The Girl's Chorus offered
Way Home" have received three selections: "If I Could Tell
Critics Awards,
You," 'There · is a Balm 1n
• 'All the Way Home" is adapted
Gilead," and 'This Land is Your
by Tad Mosel from James Agee's Land," They were followed by
Pulitzer Prize novel, A DEATH the Madrigal Singers which
lN THE FAMil..,Y, Unfortunately,
Mr, Mosel has not given us presented several songs,
'"The Happy Wanderer,"
much of a story. 1n Act One
selections
from,,. the • 'Flower
we are introduced to the Follett
family, the members of which Drum Song, " and the hymn • 'Open
are s y m b o 11 c of different Your Eyes," were offered by the
Southern outlooks. Brothers Jay ·Maplewood Club which was
and Ralph (Arthur Hill and followed by the Hl-Lo's , a
Clifton James) are as different group of twenty college students,
as Union and Confederacy, While who sang several nines from
"Kiss Me Kate," as well as
Jay has attempted to advance "All Through the Night,"
his .community status by studying
1n conclusion,
the Girl's
law and refraining as much as .
possible from alcohol, brother Chorus, and the Maplewood Glee
Club performed the • 'Song of
Ralph has shown himself to be a
''For All the Saints "
child bully, a braggart, and con- America,"
"Our Common Heritage."
•
stantly seeking solace in drink, and
His solace is that -h e has a newer
car which his wife forces him
to admit has been purchased on
credit. He ls also an atheist,
in contrast to Jay's wife (Colleen Dewhur~t) who ls a constant
(LP.)-Pennsylvania State Unibeliever and pregnant at the time versity could have a Peace Corps
of the crisis in Act Two,
training program in operation
Mr. Mosel has provided us by next fall if it is selected as
with some memorable bits of a par tic ipa ting institution,
theatre stretched over a thin according to President Erle A.
story line,
To · be sure, the
Walker. Speculating that a small
"accident" .of Rufus (John Megna) number of colleges and univerand the undying faith of Catholic
sities would probably be picked
Mary Folleµtp God are humorous
and stirring but it is not until to initiate a training programfor
Jay's fatal automobile accident in volunteers for the Peace Corps
Act Two does the work get off he sald: "Colleges selected might
th~ ground and assume some sort be asked to concentrate on preof theatrical coherence, It ls at paration for service in one
this point where two of the finest particular underdeveloped area
characterizations are introduced: of the _world, Student volunteers
deef Catherine Lynch (Lillian would probably take special
Gish) who hears what she wants courses with emphasis on the
to hear and imagines she hears language and social, political, and
what she doesn't hear and spin- economic institutions of the area
ster Aunt Hannah Lynch (Aline in which they will be working,
The
University has taken
McMahon), both women dominate
the stage, The effect of Jay's special interest in the Peace
death on his pregnant wife Mary, Corps idea since its proposal
the family and the audience is last fall, Several months ago
so shattering that Lillian Gish's · Walker submitted a plan t~
John F. Kennedy
remark about buttermilk acts as President
sort of a comic relief on both proposing that all students, in
sides of the Belasco theatre, The participating universities, enportrait of isolated incidents is roll .1n one of three areas:
suddenly drawn together with a military, civil defense, and
dramatic tightness that lasts until overseas technical assistance,
(The third area would correspond
the end of the play.
·
John Megna, Clifton James, to the proposed Peace Corps,)
Last December, Walker disArthur Hill, Lillian Gish, and
Aline McMahone have that abllity cussed his plan at a meeting of
American Council
of
to take some two dimensional the
lines and given them a three Education which was askedbythe
dimlnslonal
quality. Colleen government to establish a comDewhurst irked me at times, At mittee to study the Peace Corps.
' times her motions were horribly Dr. Arthur Adams, present head
mechanical and every reference of the educational planning aspect
Kanter
to her pregnancy was said in so of the Peace Corps· program,
presided over the ACE meeting.
talented, musician, She displayed masculine a style that heretofore
When Adams was named to
that mysterious quality that dis- established characterization as present position, he askedforthe
tinguishes
mere
technical the loving wife was almost ·appointment of Lawrence E.
prowness
fr O m art 1st r y, marred by a Medea outlook, I Dennis, the University's vice Particularly in the transition am of the opinlon that if a woman president for ·academic affairs,
from the demanding runs to the cannot be feminine and pregllflt to his department. Dennis, who
beautiful slow passages did Miss at the same time, she has no was appointed recently to the
Guardi express the creative business being pregnant. Perhaps "nucleus staff" of the Peace
genius of Mozart. Bravo Miss this mechanical quality in Act Corps, will help plan college
Guardi.
One was a preparation for her
programs to. prepare students
The Mountain Songs, including big Act Two scene. It seems that for the Peace Corps,
the long familiar Black is the everything hinges on the impact
Color of My True Loves Hair, of Act Two, which ls expecting
arranged by A., I, Nash, and thats too much of an audience, Should
spelled A..L) and Frogs Courting the Little Foxes or Medea be
Song, were delightful. The latter revived, I'm sure Miss Dewhurst
People always step on us
was especially enjoyable what would do a fine job, because these
with the light hearted gaiety of gals are not exactly the sweet Bu; someday we will stop eating
the strings.
loving wife image. ·
bedbugs
Last, but certainly not least,
Is "All the Way Home" the And they will be sorry!
was James Yachnlk,
solo best play of the season? Well,
trumpeter in Amderson 's Trum- I am not exactly sure, Should
Lionel Trilling, in "Of
peter's Lullab,
Mr, Yachnlk Mr. Mosel eliminate Act One
This Time, Of That Place"
displayed his usual skill and and revise Act Two using some
relates "Academic tim;
merely reinforced the notion that of the Act One incidents as exmoves . quickly. A college
he was a great musician,
position, I am sure that the play
Ye a r is n o t really a
This reviewer could go no will truly be the Miracle of 44th
further without singlelng out the Street. AB presented now, the
year, lacking as it does
three months,
And it ls
one man who is responsible for miracle of 44th street is the
the emergence of an orchestra audience--they have the patience
endlessly divided into units
at NSC, that man Dr, Patrick to sit through one act and await
which, at their beginning,
McCarty. Dr. McCarty, three the great Act Two, It is worth
seem larger ,than they are-years a member of the faculty waiting for, but must it be so
terms, half-terms, months,
long?"
weeks.
And the ultimate
an d conductor of ·the orchestra, r.::-~--:-:----------.J
unit, the hour, is not really
has fought a difficult battle in the long list of his contributions
an hour, lacking as it does
preparing students no especially to music and education as witten minutes,"
trained or essentially at NSC to nessed in our own Little Theatre
refine their musical talents to and in our classrooms, This
concertize, Dr. Mc Carty is a column can only express a
READ THE
talented, dedicated, man, AB sincere thank you to this fine
evidence of these facts, we have man,
INDEPENDENT

Penn State
On Peace Corps

Orchestra Concert
by L,
A large audience was on hand
to greet the NSC orchestra in
its annual spring concert on
Thursday evening, April 27, in the
Little Theatre,
This reviewer
cannot say that the program was
wonderful, indeed such a claim
would not befit the labor of the
twenty-seven students who comprise the orchestra, The program
was GREAT!. That the music
was• not executed with perfect
precision, that the winds left a
great deal to be desired, that
the cellos often faltered, cannot
be denied, but neither can it be
denied that the overall musicianship exhibited by the orchestra
was of very high quality. Three
years ago it would have been
inconceivable for the orchestra
to attempt Mozart and Von Dlttersdorf, in fact the Mountain
Songs might have posed too
difficult a musical problem, But
on Thursday night, the orchestra
proved they were now not only
capable of great serious music,
but that within their ranks were
fine talented musicians,
Henrietta B 1 a t t a n d Irene
Dolinich, the soloists in the Bach
Concerto showed great technical
abillty •
Miss Blatt seemed
particularly aware of the meaning
and intensity of the piece,
The Mozart Concerto for Piano
and Orchestra K 467 was
acquitted beautifully by Miss
Trina Guardi, piano soloist. Miss
Guardi is an accomplished,

The Cockroach

The Tree In Yellow
by Barbara Summers
The tree stood blackly against
the yellow sky,
Its frostbitten arms stretching to
the sun for warmth.
Standing alone in the dawn of
daylight
I saw the forlorn dance it did
with the wind,
I heard the wind singing its
ancient muse
While the tree trembled from
side to side,
Yet the stillness of the hour
heard the tree
Singing of its anguished fury,
It moaned and bemoaned the mood
of its clime,
While I became sensitive to its
every word,
As the wind's urgency reached a
frightening frenzy,
The tree shrieked in its torture,
Then there was a silence.
The tree slowly dropped its arms
to its sides,
Breathed one last breath,
And was consumed by the wind's
ravenous passion,

The Chasm
By Heidi Greiss
Between the conception and the
birth
The poet worships at the
Shrine of the fire goddess,
And the idea and the man
Are caught up in the flames
Of the swelling emotion,
Sterllity of the past is flung asideFormer virginity scornedAnd the creator and the creation
Give way to the passion
And are consumed,
The measured and calculated
Profane the birth
And burn incense on the altar
Of the god of sterillty.
The fearful encounter
Of the depth of a soul
Is avoided through the contraceptive
Of the patterned emotion;
And should the womb
Show signs of bearing fruit
Overexposure to the draft of
restraint
Accomplishes the miscarriage,

Judy Garland
reviewed by Stuart Oderman
There are only three things
in my life that I will stand up
to hear: the Star Spangled Banner,
the Halleujah Chorus, and the incomparable Judy Garland singing
• 'over the Rainbow.''
Well the audience at Newark's
Mosque theater not only stood up
for that anthem but remained
standing for five encores and wept
and cheered, Even the policeman
applauded the Great Goddess
Garland and that ls a lot of
effort for any policeman,
Ope~g her program with
When You 're Smiling, Miss
G a r I a n d romped thoroughly
through her entire two presentation of old and new songs.
· Although "Come Rain or Come
Shine" stopped the show her
"Do it Again", "I Can't Gl;e You
Anything But Love," and "How
Long Has This Been Going On",
,were so wonderfully sexy, To
give her v_ocal cords a rest she
spoke of her trips abroad much
to the audience's delight, With
the excellent orchestra conducted
by Mort Lindsey, Judy launched
into "the Trolley Song," and led
the packed house in "For Me
and My Gal," It was a pleasure
to hear a real voice again,
Yes Virginia there is a Judy
Garland,

New Editors
For Memorab ii ia
The editors for the 196:!
MEMORABILIA, school yearbook, have been announced by
present co-editors Elaine
Capraro and Carmen Ella Delesandro, Linda Pollack and Mina
Levy will serve in the capacity
of co-editors-in-chief, Barbara
Summers will be literary editor
and Myrna Gilule will be art and
layout editor. Josephine Jackson
has been named sports editor,
Caroline Smolinski will be typing
editor, Joseph Jakub will be
photogrtphy editor, and Robert
Loffredo will serve as business
manager,
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W.R.A. Journeys
to Stokes forest

WRA News

hope for the future. Toward the
clos e of the meeting, Montclair
State College passed on their
leadership as President-College
to Paterson State College. At
the conclusion Taps was sung,
and then everyone went again to
the dining hall for folk dancing.
Sunday dawned bright and
clear, with church servi_c es at
7:00 and breakfast following. At
breakfast, the faculty challenged
the students to a volleyball game
which proved very tiring for the
faculty.
·
Part of the morning was spent
in packing and then lunch arrived
with Newark State having the Job
of serving. At the conclusion of
lunch, Taps was sung and
everyone was on her way home.
Everyone agreed that a wonderful time was had by all. Those

By Ellen Gantly
The New Jersey Association
Recreation Federation for College Women weekend began for
the Newark State girls when we
left school about 1:45 P. M.,
Friday, April 28, accomp?niedby
Miss Persinger, Miss Smith and
Miss Stulb. After a two hour
ride and an air raid, we all
arrived at Stokes State Forest.
- Registration was nfixt, and then
the girls unpacked and supper
followed. After supper we went
to Kittatinny Hall for the annual
business meeting of the spring
conference. The meeting was
conducted · by · Montclair State
College, the President-College
for the year 1960-1961. At the
adjournment of the meeting we
went to the dining hall for folk

A general meeting concerning
the W.R.A. elections will be held
on May 9 before the afternoon
sport begins at 3:30 P.M. We
would like everyone if possible
to be there since this is a very
important meeting.
The elections will be held on
Wednesday May 10 in the College
Center all day. Those eligible
to vote are those who have been
active in the W.R.A. this past
year. The names of the nominees
will appear on the bulletin boards
Monday, May 8.

Hynes,Hollingshead
_Chosen King and Queen

The Women's
Recreation
Association is sponsoring tennis
instructions on Thursday afternoons at 3:30 in the gym. Two
of the physical education instructors are giving lessons to both
begin,ners and advanced students.
Tennis willcontinue on Thursdays
from now through May 25. If
you are interested come out on
Thursdays and improve your
game • . See you there!

CCNY Students
Claim Liberal Views

' Miss Nettie Smith (Women's Physical Educatin) an d Mary Ann
Loboda in a battle of wits. Guess who won this tussle.
dancing. E a ch Physic a 1 in attendance from Newark State
Education teacher presented a were: Lois Burkhardt, Yvonne
dance to the group so that when Fergus.on, Claire Fischer, Ellen
Taps were sung everyone was Gantly, KathyGarbus, JudyKresready to hit her sleeping bags. hok, Lydia Kruchanek, Mary Ann
Saturday dawned with 8:00 Lchoda, Emma Paroly, Gertrude
breakfast and then everyone Schwarz, Eileen Tatem, and Judy
divided into separate workshop Weston.
grouos discussing these topics:
We would like to take this
1. "HowcantheN.j.A.R.F.C,W. moment tothankourthreefaculty
be a· stronger; better ·and more advisors: Miss Persinger, Miss
active organization and what Smith, and Mis.s Stulb for their
should be done about the LINE help and companionship during
UP?" (Paterson)
our whole eventful weekend and to
2. "How can we improve tell them how much we appreciate
w, R. A. programs in our their interest in their students.
college ?" (Upsala and Glassboro)
3. ''Should physical education 1- - - - - - - - - - - - - " " " ' "_\I
be required for all college students?" (Madison and Teaneck :j~~

&I
· . ,.

F •~: ~•)Should outdoor education
required as a part of the
college curriculum,
and
scheduled during the academic
year?" (Newark and Trenton)
5. "After service classes,
what?" (Montclair)
The afternoon was taken over
by the Woodman's Frolic. Each
cabin worked together in an effort
to win. The events were: tug
of war, casting, pillow fight, log
sawing, log rolling, volleyball
throw, and boiling water. The
afternoon was really very enjoyable.
For supper we had a cookout .
at Piny Point, overlooking Lake
Wapalannee. Between singing and
dancing, we found some time to
eat. Then again we proceeded
to Kittatinny Hall for our closing
campfire. Each college placed
a_!_aggot on the fire, representing
·
be

(hi Delta Sorority

· Chi
De 1 ta Sorority held
elections May 2, 1961.
The
result of this election was as
follows:
President - Margie Grycock;
Vice President - Anne Marks;
Secretary - Carole Kechline;
Treasurer - Brend a Brown;
Social Chairman - Carol Frana;
Faculty advisor is Mr. N. Goldberg.
As a final activity for the year
the sorority will vacation at Wildwood, New Jersey.
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O ege
8 oWI jng
Tournament

3 games--Single~ _ Class

S UN s ET

LANE s

Wednesday_ May 10
ll:00 a.m. _ 6:00 p.m. ·
Men and Women in
separate divisions.
You will be competing against
people of your own ability.
3 Games (ONLY) for $.50
$. 2 5 _ entry fee
Leave your scores and entry fee
at the desk in Sunset Lanes
Enter at your own convenience
during the day.
Trophies will be awarded
High and Low average bowlers
are all welcome!

!'---------------All Parents Are
Invited To The
Mother's Doy
Program Sunday

(UPS) - A recent poll conducted
,by the CCNY TICKER revealed
that 50% of the students polled
de c 1 a r e d themselves to be
liberals . One · hundred students
volunteered to answer anonymous ly an eight-question survey
about current issues .
Of the remaining fifty per· cent
questioned, the second largest
fracti on (32;,'o) claimed their
views to be moderate. 11 %
claimed to be conservatives.
Radicals and reactionaires each
constituted only one percent of the
sample.
Five percent claimed they
could not classify their political
views.
Fifty-seven percent were in
favor of Communist China's
admisstion
into the United
Nations. When asked, ''Do you
believe that Communist China
should be admitted to the United
Nations?",
- six
percent
were
opposedthirty
to such
a move
and
seven percent said that they did
not know the answer to this
question.
More than half of the students
polled said thattheywereinfavor
of lifting the ban against speakers
at the College who had been
indicated under the Smith Act.
Twenty-five percent said they
did not want such speakers at
the College. Seven percent
declared that they "don't Know",
when they were asked the
following question: "At the
present time there is a speaker's
ban enforced at the city colleges
which prohibits persons convicted under the Smith Act from
speaking at any of the colleges.
Do you believe this ban should
be lifted?"
1 0
noAn ~ !~o~~~~o:i~ s~~t~:'!r;~~~
strations against segregation
practices ?"
ln answer to the query, "Despit e
the f a c t that such
demonstrations are illegal, do
you acknowledge the right of
people to peacefully abstainfrom
participating in civil defense
drills?",
fifty - two percent
percent -r eplied "yes".
Almost all Baruchians asked
were opposed to a tuition charge
at the city colleges. However,
four percent were in favor of
such fee and one percent could
not definitely commit themselves
on this issue.
"If a self-admitted Communist
was editor of the student newspaper or president of the Student
Council, would you favor his
removal from offi ce?", was
another
question
asked.
According to the survey, fiftyfive percent of those participating would, thirty-three would not
and twelve percent did not know
how they would feel under the
circumstances.
GIVE US THE BENEFIT OF
YOUR PRESENT THINKING we '11 listen to . what you have to
say as long as it doesn't interfere
with what we have already
decided.
WE ARE MAKING A SURVEY we need more time to think of
an answer.

1n the recent bid for king and
Beta Tau Fraternity, one of the
queen of the 1961 Spring Carnival chairman of next year's Leaderat Newark State College James
ship Conference, and is a petty
G. Hynes captured the crown as officer in the Naval Reserve in
king and Carolyne Hollin~shead Eliz abeth.
received the honor of bemg the
Carolyne, the daughter of Mr.
Carnival's queen.
and Mrs. Henry Hollingshead of
Jim, a sophomore, is vice- · 942 Hamilton Street, Rahway, is
pres i ct en t
of the Student a senior in the fine arts departOrganization of the 1960-61 year ment at Newark State College.
and was.president of his freshman Graduated from Rahway High
class.
He graduated from School in 1957 she was an active
Thomas Jefferson High School
member of the cheering squad,
in Elizabeth in 1955 and there
member of t he student council,
and treasurer of the local chapter
upon entered the United States
Navy.
He is the son of Mr.
of the National Honor Society.
and Mrs. John J. Hynes and
Among
Miss Hollingshead's
lives with them at 964 West
activities here on campus are
Grand Street, Eliz abeth, Jim is
her membership in the Nu Sigma
majoring in industrial arts here
Tau Sorority, a cheerleader, and
at the college and among other
Sports Editor of the college newsthings is a member of-the
Sigma ...J..__paper
in
her Sophomore year.
--'--,::___
_
_
_

Read The Independent
For Complete Coverage

Weekly Schedule
Tuesday, May 9
10-3 P,M.

Discussion - ''Jr Colleges
in N.J." - State Dept. of Ed.
Film, "Wilson"
Social Committee
•'Independent'' Elections
Baseball-Montclair
Exec. Comm. N.J.C.E.E.
Nu Theta Chi
.
Festival Chorus Rehearsal
Newman Club

C. C.
L. T.
3:30 P.M.
115
3:30 P.M.
M.D.R.
3:30 P~M.
Away
3:30 P.M.
F.D.R.
4-5:30 P.M.
F.D.R.
7:30 P.M,
D.S.A,
7:30 P.M.
M. R,
8:00 P,M.
Wednesday, May 10
Fine Arts Majors Experiments F.A.B.
1:30. P,M.
S,P,O.
Stu. Pers. Committee
1:30 P,M.
Alumni Office
Alumni Ecec. Comm. Mt'
7 :30 P.M.
F.D,R.
Sigma Beta Tau
7:30 P.M.
D'Angola Gym
Townsend Lecture8:00 P.M.
William O. Douglas
Thursday, May 11
Second Soph. Visit to Practicum Centers
Away
Baseball-Bloomfield
3:30 P,M.
Fae. Lounge
Grad. Council & Grad. Curr.
3:30 P,M.
Townsend
Advisors
Delta Sigma Pi
F.D.R.
7:30 P.M.
M,R,
Pi Eta Sigma
7:30 P.M.
Friday, May 12
Home
Tennis-Union Jr. College
3:00 P.M.
Saturday, May 13
Away
Baseball-Trenton
3:00 P.M.
Junior Dinner Dance
c. c.
8:00-1:00 A.M,
Sunday, May 14
Gym and
Parents' Day Program
2:30-5:00 P.M.
and Open House
c.c.
Monday, May 15
130
Faculty Meeting
1:30 P,M.
Home
Baseball -Newark Rutgers
3:30 P.M.
Student Council
M.R.
4: 30 P.M.
F.D,R.
Alpha Theta Pi
7:0,0 P.M.
Aleithian Club
M.R.
7:30 P. M.
D'Angola Gym
Festival Chorus Rehearsal
7:30 P.M.
t
L.T.
String Quartet
8:00 P.M.

